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Vote looms large
for RSA citrus
As crucial debate on the introduction of
new EU regulations on FCM approaches,
South Africa again warns of
consequences
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“The new legislation, which EU member
countries will vote on this month, will
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“This is even though South Africa is

“The mandatory cold treatment will also
effectively kill all exports of organic and

highlight the threat the "unwarranted
regulations" posed to the continuity of
orange imports from South Africa, the
year-round availability for EU consumers
and the 120,000 jobs the local industry
sustained.
Fruitnet previously recorded that the
proposed new regulations would come
into effect on the 1 May 2022 if all votes
were

successful

and

all

processes

concluded in time.
Given the fact that we are now less than
two weeks away from this deadline, the
smart

money
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be

on

the

introduction of any new matters being
delayed for some time – even to the
beginning of the new export season.
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Even in this scenario, there could well be
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